Automated DevOps

Drive Agility and Shift Left

DevOps initiatives aim to support highly competitive, agile businesses that respond quickly to changes. These efforts demand that teams work together smoothly and continuously, which takes a single vision and a shared agenda. If these requirements have started to seem like work for a superhuman, you’re right. You need help from your technology. The right process automation solution is the key to DevOps success.

To guarantee the innovations under development will work in the live production environment, DevOps can shift left with its testing. With automation embedded within the application development cycle, it becomes possible to test early and test often. And that’s just the beginning.

Redwood provides flexible, pay-as-you-go, cloud-based automation as a service. This solution delivers the highest level of automation agility and availability you can get. It's designed to support your future starting right now.

“Redwood provides flexible, pay-as-you-go, cloud-based automation as a service. This solution delivers the highest level of automation agility and availability you can get. It's designed to support your future starting right now.”

Computer Services Manager, Del Monte Foods International, Ltd

The DevOps Cycle

Redwood gives you what’s needed to succeed

01
Automates the deployment of new applications for faster results with less effort

02
Enables users to create fully auditable processes and logical process chains with a simple interface

03
Schedules automation according to calendar, data and event-based variables

04
Provides ongoing data for analytics and full understanding of automated processes
Automation is one of the most important tools to enforce standardization for agile processes.

### STANDARDIZE PROCESSES

When you automate an activity, you don’t just relieve your team from the manual effort, you make the task completely consistent and totally repeatable. The RunMyJobs® scheduling and workload automation solution gives you the ability to easily standardize processes in development, test and deployment with our built-in wizards and templates. Easily create your own templated processes to repeat with 100% consistency across your enterprise. Redwood technology includes time-saving rollback capabilities and automated process documentation.

### CONTINUOUS COLLABORATION

The ability to get rapid feedback at every stage of the DevOps pipeline is a key factor to reduce the time it takes from development to production. Coordination is critical when you’re in a constant state of deployment and development. With RunMyJobs you get the perfect combination of highly configurable, event-based automation combined with a visual process monitor and editor. Automating processes isn’t hidden in lines of code — it’s visible to everyone on the DevOps team through our visual interface. Automatic notifications and escalations drive agility without wasting time.

DevOps depends on automation. Trust Redwood’s RunMyJobs to deliver it.

**FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT YOUR REDWOOD REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT [WWW.REDWOOD.COM](http://WWW.REDWOOD.COM)**